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CloneDVD2.9.3.3Â .Q: Incorporating an
API into an Angular app I'm designing a

web application which will heavily rely on
an API which only comes in JSON format.
The data will be consumed/stored by my
application. I was thinking of doing the

following: Use a REST API service (which
will allow me to consume/modify data
stored at the API) Use Angular for my

presentation layer I then came across an
article from 2014 that says Angular is not
well-suited for consuming data from an
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API. I believe the article states that
Angular itself is not designed to provide
RESTful services but rather it is a front-

end framework. This seems a little
confusing to me and am not quite sure

how to proceed. I would also like to know
if anyone can comment on the practicality

of the approach I just presented. Are
there any better ways to go about

incorporating an API into an Angular
application? A: I have found Angular very
powerful for integrating an API into my
app. This is what I have set up and it

works well. Angular comes with a
promise/observable support that makes it
easy to bind data to UI elements. In my
current project, I have a function called

by a component that looks like this:
function getAllTabs(page) { return
$http.get('./api/tabs').then(function

(response) { return response.data; }); }
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